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Material erosion of plasma-facing components during a tokamak disruption is a serious problem that
limits reactor operation and economical reactor lifetime. In particular, metallic Iow-Z components such as
Be will be subjected to severe melting during disruptions and edge localized modes (ELMs). Loss of the
developed melt layer will critically shorten the lifetime of these components, severely contaminate the
plasma, and seriously inhibit successful and reliable operation of the reactor. In this study mechanisms
responsible for melt-layer loss during a disruption are modeled and evaluated. Implications of melt-layer loss
on the performance of metallic facing components in the reactor environment are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent detailed analysis of disruption erosion
Plasma disruptions and ELMs in tokamak has focused on modeling the self-protection of

devices will deliver sufficient energy to plasma- PFM by its own ablated material [1]. It was found
facing materials (PFMs) to cause melting and that vapor shielding can significantly reduce
vaporization. Most modeling studies that predict vaporization losses of PFMs during reactor
PFM erosion lifetime have considered surface disruptions [2]. Also determined was that the
ablation losses as the main erosion mechanism, resulting Be melt-layer thickness during a typical
This is partly because carbon-based materials disruption (10 MJ/m 2 energy density and 100 Its
(CBMs), which usually do not melt, were once the disruption time) is more than one order of
favorite choice as PFMs in most reactor design magnitude greater than ablation erosion loss, as
studies. However, because of many potential shown in Fig. 1. During a disruption_ the melt
problems associated with CBMs (including tritium layer will be subjected to various forces such as
inventory, chemical sputtering, radiation-enhanced electromagnetic, gravitational, mechanical,
sublimation, and neutron irradiation effects), plasma-particle momentum, ablation recoil, and
metallic PFMs are now becoming serious surface tension. Detailed interaction of these
candidates for the near-term tokamak machines, forces with the melt layer during the disruption

Metallic PFMs, however, will be subjected, to will determine the net erosion rate and

both surface vaporization, and severe melting consequently the lifetime of these components [3].
during disruptions and ELMs. The lifetime Recent disruption simulation experiments on Be
estimates of these metallic components should also and on AI targets have shown erosion losses up to
take into account the potential loss of the melt 4-5 times greater than those of CBMs for similar
layer. Erosion of melt layers can critically shorten disruption simulation conditions [4]. It was
the lifetime of PFMs, severely contaminate the evident from postexperimental evaluation that
plasma, and consequently prevent reliable reactor parts of the melted layer had been splashed and
operation, lost.

Two important mechanisms that can cause
melt-layer loss during a disruption are modeled
and discussed. One mechanism which can

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of contribute to melt layer loss at high disruption heat
Energy, Office of Fusion Energy, and by the loads is from melt splashing due to the formation
Ministry of Atomic Energy and Industry, Russian and boiling of volume bubbles. This may result
ITER Program, Russia. from continuous heating and overheating of the

liquid layer during disruptions and ELMs. Another
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mechanism of melt layer loss of particular and Sk is heat conduction flux to the bubble
importance is from instabilities that develop in the surface, P is bubble vapor pressure, c is bubble
liquid layer due to various forces. The surface tension, Ro is initial bubble radius, nv is
implications of melt-layer erosion during these vapor flux. and qv is heat of vaporization. The

abnormal events on the overall performance of probability of bubble origination depends on many
metallic PFMs arediscussed, factors, such as initial material inhomogeneity,

injected impurities, and diffusion of defects.
Ioo :: item,lure" "" " ' ....... ' ' " " " Bubble growth and fate can be defined by an

a lo K,Vt,,, , ! energy balance such that
. 10 Mdlm' . ..,_,',' Melting i !

° i'=o Sk > So + SL + Sv (4)1o ............................................................
l,-

where So is surface energy flux and SL is kinetic_c
.,e_ i

® ! _,,,.,._ energy of the surrounding liquid. For a typicalAblation

nw __-----'-"'_i i................i...............i disruption energy density of 10 MJ/m 2 and a

C

t disruption time "cd =100 Its, the overheating degree
G

o _ for liquid Be, 8, is estimated to be (5 = 0.I. The
; _ maximum bubble radius can be obtained from" 0

, . , , . . . i . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . Eq. 4asRmax = 15 (5= 1.5itm. An embryonic
0'10 20 40 60 80 100 120

Time, lab bubble forming at a depth h < Rmax can burst and
produce liquid drops (splashes), as shown in Fig.

Fig. 1. Ablation and melt-layer thickness of 2. To estimate melt-splatter erosion, it is assumed
beryllium during a disruption, that the erosion has the form of a stationary

splashing wave with a velocity, V s, given by
2. MELT-LAYER SPLASHING

V s = dh/dt = Sin/(qm + CvTv), (5)
During the thermal quench (Xd ---100 Its) of a

disruption, energetic plasma ions and electrons where qm is heat of fusion and Cv is specific heat.
will deposit energy densities of 10-100 MJ/m 2 on Numerical simulations of a typical disruption case
PFMs, causing surface melting and ablation. The on Be PFM predicted that Sin ---0.2 MW/cm 2, thus
ablated material will form a protective vapor cloud V s = 0.2 l.tm/Its. For Xd =100 Its, the splattered

in front of the incoming plasma particles, thereby melt depth is hm = 20 p.m. This is much greater
reducing net energy flux to PFM, Sin < 0.5 than the calculated ablation loss hv = 2-3 p.m.

MW/cm 2 [5]. The surface temperature, Ts, will These high erosion estimates due to melting do not
exceed the equilibrium vaporization temperature, contradict recent experimental data [4].
Tv, during parts of the disruption. This
overheating 8 = (Ts - Tv)/Ts > 0, along with other LIQUID o
factors, will result in the formation of bubbles and DROPS o o

bubble growth; and consequently, bubble volume O Q O
vaporization can occur leading to ejection and loss ........ O

of parts ofthe melt layer, as shown in Fig 2. Two ::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .:.!.i._-_...... ,/^r,r__!_:i_!!!_.il!!!!_

conditions are necessary for bubbles togrOW:sin> Sk " Sv , (l) ____i__!i _h
c§'t]h'6/" __:::_--':-': i'm-- _J t.J vuJt,,,._.. - .... - ..... - ..... °- ......

P > 2G/Ro, (2) __.--:--:LIQUID LAYER_-:-.--:--:- T

where

Sv = nv (5/2 kT + qv), (3)
Fig. 2. Bubble growth and vaporization in the

liquid layer.



This model can also be extended and used to momentum "plasma wind" into the liquid surface
explain the high erosion rates of metallic targets due to the oblique magnetic field. This
exposed to a high-energy electron beam [61. At momentum, M, can be given by
higher electron kinetic energy, more energy is

deposited deep inside the target material, causinf, f"substantial melting volume. Figure 3 shows the M = a 9 VII Vi dt -_Pol:d Sin ct, (6)
time evolution of melting thickness for two

different electron kinetic energies [5]. At 100-keV where VII and V.I" are plasma flow velocity

electron energy (usually used in simulation components, Po is plasma pressure, and _ is theexperiments), the resulting melt layer is about
three times thicker than that for 10-keV electron angle between the magnetic field lines and the

divertor plate surface. The liquid metal thenenergy (more relevant to reactor conditions). In
this case, the model discussed above predicts moves as a result of absorbing this momentum, as
erosion losses > 100 p.m, which is in good shown in Fig. 4, with a velocity given by
agreement with the experimental results.

V (x,t) -- V o (t) erfc (x / _, (7)

140__ where x is distance from the surface, v is

lao r --',"'-" , , , ._1:"''-1° U'urn'.......i...............i..............i'o'o"'_-"_ kinematic viscosity, and V o is the velocity at the

_ L.-__-----------.-liquid surface determined by disruption

,"_1°°= i!iii!iiiiiiiiiiill! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililil)iii!i!i!!!!!i!!!iiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiililililililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii characteristicParameters'depthF°ratypicalofthe liquid flowdisrupti°n'hu< 5 I.tm,the

,._ 80

,., much less than melt layer depth (hm -- 40 I.tm).
t..- 60 The liquid flow is then unstable and is subject to
_. !:/ __lOk,V! : Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The time constant,

4o_ Ymax, for such instability to develop can be

estimated from the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for
20 this frictional boundary layer where

0

0 20 40 60 80 1O0 aO 7max = 0.1 Vo/h u . (8)
Time, I*S

For '_ = l/Tmax --" 10-8 << 'l:d, the unstable wave

Fig. 3. Melt-layer thickness of beryllium for two has enough time to grow and its amplitude, A, can
different electron kinetic energies [5]. increase to high values that lead to a very unstable

wave (kA >>1), where the liquid drops originate
3. MELT-LAYER INSTABILITIES due to capillarity, as shown in Fig. 5. This time is

usually estimated as 1:* = 100 C/)'max, where C ---

Another possible mechanism for loss of a melt 1. In time 't:*, the plasma momentum diffuses to
layer subjected to external forces is the depth hu. For ct = 6°,'u = 5 x 10-4 cm2/s, one can

development and growth of hydrodynamic show that hu -- 0.6 I.tm and Vo -- 3 x 103 cm/s.

instabilities. At locations where the normal Using the same assumption as for the stationary

components of these forces, F.l ., act on the liquid splashing wave, the erosion rate from this

surface, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities may develop instability can be estimated as
[7,8]. Normal components can be produced by a

magnetic force, a vapor recoil force, a gravitational U = dh/dt = h/x* = 0.33. (9)
force, and by a force due to plasma-particle

impact. The interplay of these forces and the The Be erosion depth from this instability can be
dynamics of melt-layer evolution during a estimated as h = U • xd -- 33 I.tm, which is
disruption will determine the extent of the melt comparable to recent simulation experiments [4].
layer loss [31.

The tangential forces during the thermal quench

phase, FII mainly result from plasma impact



associated with reactor disruption can shake-offPLASMA PARTICLES
parts of the liquid layer causing surface erosion. In

///_ _,_,,., addition, it" the melt layer is lost as soon as it

• • develops, particularly at longer disruption times.
PFM lifetime can be further reduced, a.nd

successful reactor operation may not be
• • ¥p .. _%c,, .'_ 6"'7,,, achievable.

_1 4. CONCLUSIONS

¢¢_' X Models and preliminary calculations have been
VAPOR i , presented to study the potential loss of the melt

........ layer during disruptions and ELMs.

__ Hydrodynamic instabilities, as well as melt-layer

• splashing due to bubble vaporization, can lead to
melt-layer erosion. Melt-layer loss during a

, /.. ,:.,, ,, ,,, disruption can significantly reduce PFM lifetime

_.",,1/ I// _ and critically diminish the economic feasibility of
"J' / ,,/AK, I fll

" G._",IIIIIIi the reactor. More-detailed modeling and
//,,,,_,_lll IlL] simulation experiments are required to accurately

"- predict melt-layer erosion during such abnormal
events.

Fig. 4. Melt-layer motion due to tangential
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